PATIENT PORTAL TAB

PATIENT PORTAL
The Patient Portal integrates with Patient Ally (www.patientally.com), our free patient health record portal.
Patient Ally is a communication portal allowing patients and providers to communicate with each other.
Patients using Patient Ally can request appointments, send secure messages, submit forms/documents, view
vitals and view medical history from past visits.

Joining the Patient Ally Portal
To join Patient Ally, use the Manage Office tab and select the Patient Ally Settings link.

A provider list will appear, allowing each provider to join Patient Ally and select the options they want to
participate in. Click on the edit

button on a specific provider for “Patient Ally Settings”

There are multiple settings to choose from. Select the options desired by clicking the check
provider you have chosen to edit settings for.
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NOTE: The Provider ID Security Code will not be present the first time Patient Ally Settings is accessed.
After this screen is saved with the Update button, re-access the screen to record this code. The Provider ID
Security Code must be supplied to patients linking to you in their Patient Ally profile. This is a required
entry for the patient, to allow you to control which patients link to you.

PATIENT COMMUNICATION

The Patient Communications link is the most commonly used in the Patient Portal. This is your inbox of
messages from Patient Ally members requesting appointments, sending secured messages and submitting
forms and documents to you. There are two basic message types: general messages and appointment
requests.

Messages
Click on

folder to open messages.
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In the case above, the patient is requesting to be linked, and has the proper security code. By clicking on the
View link, you will see a display of all demographic and insurance information the patient has entered in
their Patient Ally profile. You may link the new entry to an existing patient, or create a new patient from
this screen.

NOTE: If you are linking to an existing patient, this will not override and change any demographics or
insurance information in the patient’s current record.
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If the patient has sent attachments, you will have options displayed for actions you may wish to take.

Appointment Requests
Patients may message you regarding scheduling, cancelling, or rescheduling appointments.
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In all cases, clicking the checkbox

will display more options, depending on the message.

E-VISITS
E-Visits are an option for patients to receive diagnosis and health care consultation without visiting the
provider’s office, via the Patient Ally communication channel. An eVisit prompts the patient to answer
clinically-derived questions based upon the general symptoms and/or conditions they may be experiencing.
The E-Visit begins when an enrolled patient logs into his or her secure Patient Ally account and selects a
non-urgent problem to report to their physician. A series of targeted questions survey the essential
information, much as a physician would during a live office visit, and the patient’s responses are sent
securely to the physician’s message center. The physician responds via Patient Ally with a course of action
or schedules an office appointment.

E-Visits may be patient paid, or payer paid (insurance is an Office Ally payer that covers E-Visits in the
patient’s plan). The provider sets the fee for patient paid E-Visits, and the patient pays the fee at the time
the patient retrieves the reply from the provider in their Patient Ally account.
 Office Ally will collect the fee via credit card or electronic check, retain $1.00 per eVisit, and remit
funds to provider within 45 days.
 If the provider uses credit card processing through TransEngen, the fee is reduced to $0.50, and
funds are deposited directly to the provider bank account at time of processing (see TransEngen
posting policy).
For more information, please contact our Scheduling department at 866-575-4120, option 5. We will be
happy to arrange a telephone appointment to demonstrate E-Visits to you.
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